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Advanced Rooftop Controls (ARC) Pilot

• Introduction to ARC
• Value of ARC
• Hurdles to ARC deployment
• Technical description of ARC – and what is NOT ARC
• Details of the Pilot Program
• Examples – studies
• Suppliers
• Questions?

Webinar Agenda
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Introduction to ARC
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• Install controls to operate rooftop 
HVAC units more efficiently

• Demand-controlled ventilation 
(DCV) and supply fan variable 
frequency drive

• Specific constraints on eligible sites 
and systems (more details later)

• Off-the-shelf packaged products 
are available and eligible 

• Results in fan, cooling, and heating 
energy savings

• Lots of potential sites to install

Introduction to Advanced Rooftop Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically read from the TRM description – edited down for presentation flow.
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Value of ARC
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Value of Advanced Rooftop Controls - Site

• Customers –
Energy Savings

$$ $$ $$

• Contractors – Sales/ 
Service Opportunities

• Utility – Incentives 
Efficiency Goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We see this technology as an opportunity for a win-win-win situation. Customers, contractors, and our energy efficiency program all stand to benefit from deploying the technology more broadly, each in their own way. For customers, they will realize energy savings and associated energy bill savings. For contractors, this is an opportunity to serve customers and make sales. And for us here at the Energy Efficiency program, the technology is a path to help us meet our efficiency goals and therefore offer incentives to participants who install Advanced Rooftop Controls.
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Value of Advanced Rooftop Controls - Territory

Potentially large number of eligible sites that could benefit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond looking at how an individual customer installing the technology can benefit, we think there’s a potential across the service territory for a wide variety of customers to participate – and just a sheer large number of sites that could benefit.This is a google maps aerial view screenshot. You can see a big box store, a medium-sized commercial retail space, and then a strip mall with several smaller commercial sites including a restaurant.Animation clickAnd all of them have rooftop units – we don’t know from here, but it’s likely that most of them are eligible for Advanced Rooftop Controls.And this is just one street closeup – there are thousands of spots exactly like this across Illinois
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Hurdles to ARC Deployment
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Hurdles to ARC Deployment

• Awareness of the 
opportunity

• Complicated 
eligibility

• Identifying products 
to install

• Building inventory

• Training installers

• Unknown costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first hurdle to wider deployment is just general awareness that this measure exists and could provide benefit to many rooftop unit owners.Then, even if you’re generally aware that something like Advanced Rooftop Controls might be possible, you look at the application eligibility criteria and that’s a new hurdle. We’ll get to actually discussing the eligibility criteria in detail in a minute. But just to highlight that we recognize that the eligibility criteria for this measure are complicated and trying to figure them out can be a barrier to even trying to get started.
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Vision for ARC Pilot Program

Contractors
$

Utility Program
$

Customers
$Pilot Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we have what we think could be a win-win-win as we talked about before. You might think that if the technology is good for customers, good for contractors, and good for the utility, that it could create it’s own self-sustaining market for deploying more advanced rooftop controls (animation click1).But then we have these hurdles identified that prevent it from happening and it can’t quite take off on it’s own (animation click 2)So the purpose of this pilot offering is to give the technology a little kick to get it over the hurdles and help it take off as a self-sustaining market serving Ameren customers and our trade ally customers.
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Technical Description of ARC
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Technical Description of ARC

• Existing packaged unit rooftop unit (cannot be new installation)
• Serves single HVAC zone with existing constant volume supply fan
• RTU must have integrated economizer, either functional or repaired at time of 

install
• Existing unit must not have Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) functionality 
• Existing unit must not have fan speed controls
• DCV must be installed with the new controls
• Fan speed controls and VFD must be installed with the new controls
• New controls must reduce fan speed during unoccupied periods to minimum 

ventilation requirements
• Cannot be combined with Measure BPH18 – Demand Controlled Ventilation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Split these speaking notes across 3 slidesFor the purposes of our program, we mean something very specific when we say Advanced Rooftop Controls. Just the phrase Advanced Rooftop Controls could mean any number of things – scheduling, economizing, maybe even just installing a programmable thermostat – any of those things you could see meeting some definition of controlling a rooftop unit.But we have a tightly constrained meaning. It shows up in the complicated eligibility requirements we’ve mentioned. I’ll just go through them first and then I’ll talk about where they come from.Discussion of the eligibility criteria. Why they seem so complicated. Short answer is that this is what comes from the Illinois Technical Reference Manual. If you’re not familiar with the TRM, that’s fine, you don’t need to know anything about it. But it’s basically what we use to calculate savings from a lot of different measures we offer, so we need to collect the inputs required by the TRM and make sure that a project we’re looking at fits the description in the TRM to ensure the energy calculations are accurate. That’s important because demonstrating energy savings is how we justify providing incentive dollars.*Consider cutting or reworking* Balance between complicated eligibility and simple application or vice versa. We could open up the eligibility requirements to allow more kinds of projects, but then they would result in a wider range of energy impacts and higher uncertainty, so then the incentive we can offer would be unpredictable and almost certainly lower. Also, I can note – the TRM measure was developed from looking at studies of technologies that are now on the market as an off-the-shelf package unit.  So I think that’s important - there are off-the-shelf package units that qualify. 
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Technical Description of ARC

• Existing packaged unit rooftop unit (cannot be new installation)
• Serves single HVAC zone with existing constant volume supply fan
• RTU must have integrated economizer, either functional or repaired at time of 

install
• Existing unit must not have Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) functionality 
• Existing unit must not have fan speed controls
• DCV must be installed with the new controls
• Fan speed controls and VFD must be installed with the new controls
• New controls must reduce fan speed during unoccupied periods to minimum 

ventilation requirements
• Cannot be combined with Measure BPH18 – Demand Controlled Ventilation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can break these eligibility requirements into two types. The ones in orange are about whether the customer’s site is eligible. And the ones in blue are about whether the new controls equipment you’re going to install is eligible. Once you do a bit of homework to identify an eligible off-the-shelf unit to install, from that point you can kind of do it plug-and-play. You don’t need to re-run through the blue eligibility criteria in detail each time. 
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Technical Description of ARC

• Existing packaged unit rooftop unit (cannot be new installation)
• Serves single HVAC zone with existing constant volume supply fan
• RTU must have integrated economizer, either functional or repaired at time of 

install
• Existing unit must not have Demand Control Ventilation (DCV) functionality 
• Existing unit must not have fan speed controls
• DCV must be installed with the new controls
• Fan speed controls and VFD must be installed with the new controls
• New controls must reduce fan speed during unoccupied periods to minimum 

ventilation requirements
• Cannot be combined with Measure BPH18 – Demand Controlled Ventilation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It becomes a matter of all you have to do is identifying sites that will benefit – when you find one, you can bolt on the unit you know satisfies the program and you send in the application.[internal note: there are a couple products that meet the eligibility requirements off-the-shelf. We have to be vendor/supplier neutral, so we can’t directly suggest them. But we can point out that they exist and encourage trade allies to look for them]
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What is NOT ARC

• Opposite of eligibility criteria
– Multi-zone system
– New Installation of RTU
– Existing DCV
– Existing VFD
– No (or failed) economizer

• Scheduling/programmable thermostat
• Building Automation System
• SAT reset

Many of these projects are great opportunities and may be eligible for other 
standard or custom incentives through the program - just not the ARC measure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of things that RTUs can benefit from. And there are a lot of things that might intuitively sound like they should be called rooftop controls. But for the purposes of our program offering, a lot of these don’t technically qualify as Advanced Rooftop Controls.
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Details of the Pilot Program
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Pilot Program Details

GOALS
• Raise awareness
• Increase Incentives (temporary)
• Engage stakeholders
• Ask you what else we can do to help 

increase installations
• If you have questions, feel free to 

reach out to me or your Energy 
Advisor

Total of $300/ton incentives offered
• Must be installed by 12/31/21 to 

qualify for increased incentives
• If pre-approval is required, must be 

pre-approved before 9/30/2021
• The plan is for incentives to revert to 

$200/ton on 1/1/2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The features of this pilot program kind of mirror the hurdles we identified earlier.We want to raise awareness of the opportunity. That’s basically what this webinar today is for – to kick off the awareness campaign among trade allies and installation contractors. We’re also sending out marketing materials to help increase visibilityAnd encourage trade allies to put a little effort into exploring existing technologies – if you find an off-the-shelf product that meets the eligibility requirements then from there out it can be plug-and-play just start bolting these on to claim the incentives.Speaking of – another feature of the program is temporarily increased incentive amounts. This incentive level is not sustainable for the program long term. These will revert back to lower levels. Hopefully they’re high enough now to kick that ball over the hurdles and get it rollingAnd then the last piece of this program is to engage with you stakeholders – see if you can tell us if there’s anything missing from this that could help you to start installing controls on eligible equipment – and see if we can help to make that happen.
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Example Project
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Example Project*

• Assume eligible 10-ton unit
• Incentive $3,000

• Cost* ~$3,900
• Bill Savings* ~$725/annually
• Payback w/ incentive* ~1.25 years

*All values are approximate, estimated by averaging over many building types and 
use cases. Based on studies that may not reflect impacts observed at a specific site
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Homework
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Homework

Installers:
• Consider customers who may benefit
• Explore specific technologies you may 

want to learn more about 
– Look for off-the-shelf package units that 

meet the eligibility requirements

Customers:
• Consider whether your site qualifies
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Advanced Rooftop Controls (ARC) Pilot

QUESTIONS?

Travis Hinck, PE, CEM
Phone: 612.916.3052
Travis.Hinck@gdsassociates.com

AmerenIllinoisSavings.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay – I can open it up for questions. Anyone want to throw anything out there?I put my contact info there too – if you have any follow up questions feel free to reach out to me or your Energy Advisor
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